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Relatively few pieces of criticism centered on Pushkin’s Gavriliada (1821) 
exist, presumably because the poem has been deemed “less original than 
other Pushkin texts from the time” – “a blind alley in Pushkin’s creation 
[with] little if any influence on his subsequent work.”1 Most of the studies 
in print focus on the facts of Pushkin’s authorship2 or provide a 
comparative analysis of Pushkin’s sources, investigating the parallels with 
texts such as Voltaire’s La Pucelle d’Orleans, Parny’s La Guerre des Dieux, 
Boccaccio’s Decameron, and the apocryphal gospels.3 A few critics have 
undertaken a close reading of the poem, analyzing its play with genres, its 
syntactic structure, and its displacement of biblical myths into the realm 
of the erotic,4 while a few others have focused on the poem as a 
cornerstone in the model of the “irreverent Pushkin” championed in the 
Silver Age.5 Thus far, however, few critics have approached the Gavriliada 
as a poem that reworks the circumstances of Pushkin’s life. In the pages 
that follow, I would like to do just that. 
                                                
I wish to thank Boris Gasparov, Francisco Picon, Alison Annunziata, Ani Kokobobo, 
Maksim Hanukai, Tatiana Smoliarova, Andrew Kahn, Olga Hasty, and Caryl Emerson for 
their thoughtful feedback on earlier drafts of this article. 
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1956), 434 (translation mine, as are all others unless otherwise noted); William E. Harkins, 
“Introduction to Gavriliada,” in Alexander Pushkin, Three Comic Poems, trans. and ed. 
William E. Harkins (Ann Arbor: Ardis, 1977), 21.  

2 Most famous in this camp is Valerii Briusov’s 1908-1918 essay “Gavriliada” (in Moi 
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also Boris Tomashevskii’s treatment in Pushkin: Kniga pervaia.  

3 See M. P. Alekseev, “Zametki o Gavriliade,” in Pushkin: sravnitel’no-istoricheskie 
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apokrificheskie evangeliia (k voprosu ob istochnikakh ‘Gavriliady’),”  in Pushkin v mirovoi 
literature: sbornik statei (Leningrad: Gosudarstvennoe izdatel’stvo, 1926), 1-10; L. Vol’pert, 
“O Literaturnykh istokakh ‘Gavriliady,’” Russkaia Literatura 3 (1966), 95-103.    

4 See Maria Rubins, “Pushkin’s Gavriliada: A Study of the Genre and Beyond,” The 
Slavic and East European Journal 40.4 (1996), 623-631; W. N. Vickery, “On the Question of 
the Syntactic Structure of Gavriliada and Boris Godunov,” in American Contributions to the Sixth 
International Congress of Slavists, vol. 2 (“Literary Contributions”), ed. William E. Harkins 
(The Hague: Mouton, 1968), 355-367; and Robert Sorenson, “Pushkin’s Gavriliada: From 
Style to Meaning, “ Russian Language Journal 35.120 (1981), 59-73. 

5 See Greta N. Slobin, “Appropriating the Irreverent Pushkin,” in Cultural Mythologies of 
Russian Modernism: From the Golden Age to the Silver Age, ed. Boris Gasparov, Robert P. 
Hughes, and Irina Paperno (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992), 214-230, and 
Joan Delaney Grossman, “‘Moi Pushkin’: Briusov’s Search for the Real Aleksandr 
Sergeevich,” in ibid., 73-87. 
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One might ask, given this proposed reading, why should we look for 
connections between Pushkin’s life and the Gavriliada? Is it really worth 
bringing biographical analysis to bear on this most “impersonal” of 
Pushkin’s texts, given how dependent it is on the conventions of the 
eighteenth-century mock epic? 

I would argue yes for two main reasons. 
First, because the Gavriliada is not the only “anti-religious” work 

Pushkin wrote in 1821, the other works being clearly connected to 
personal subjects. In a March 23, 1821 letter to Delvig, for instance, 
Pushkin included a parody of the prayer of Efrem Sirin in an aside about 
Kiukhelbeker:  

 
ÜÂÎ‡˛ ÂÏÛ ‚ è‡ËÊÂ ‰Ûı ˆÂÎÓÏÛ‰Ëfl, ‚ Í‡ÌˆÂÎflËË ç‡˚¯ÍËÌ‡ 
‰Ûı ÒÏËÂÌÌÓÏÛ‰Ëfl Ë ÚÂÔÂÌËfl, Ó· ‰ÛıÂ Î˛·‚Ë ÌÂ ·ÂÒÔÓÍÓ˛Ò¸, ‚ 
˝ÚÓÏ ÌÛÊ‰‡¸·Òfl ÌÂ ·Û‰ÂÚ, Ó Ô‡Á‰ÌÓÒÎÓ‚ËË ÏÓÎ˜Û – ‰‡Î¸Ì˚È ‰Û„ 
ÌÂ ÏÓÊÂÚ ËÁÎË¯ÌÂ ·˚Ú¸ ·ÓÎÚÎË‚.6 

 
I wish him in Paris the spirit of chastity, in the chancellery of Naryshkin 
the spirit of humility and patience; I am not worried about the spirit of 
love, he will not be lacking in that; I say nothing of the tendency to idle 
words – a far-off friend cannot be too talkative. 

 
The intersection between anti-religious play and Pushkin’s life is obvious 
in such correspondence, which is clearly grounded in personal experience 
and governed by Arzamasian conventions of verbal play. But I would 
suggest that a similar relationship exists between the anti-religious play in 
the Gavriliada and Pushkin’s personal experience.  

Second, the early Romantic era in which Pushkin wrote the poema 
demands it. As Iurii Lotman, David Bethea, and others have argued, we 
cannot isolate a creative text written in this period from the poet’s artistic 
persona, for in the wake of Byron, a poet’s literary texts began to be 
considered as one continuous autobiographical text.7 But beyond this, 
approaching the Gavriliada in the context of Pushkin’s life provides 
insight into the “self-fashioning” with which Pushkin was engaged in the 

                                                
6 Letter of 23 March 1821, in A. S. Pushkin, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii, ed. M. A. 

Tsiavlovskii, B. Tomashevskii et al., 17 vols. (Leningrad: Akademiia Nauk, 1937-1954), 
vol. 13, 24-26; henceforth abbreviated as PSS. All translations of Pushkin’s letters are taken 
from Alexander Pushkin, The Letters of Alexander Pushkin, vol. 1, trans. J. Thomas Shaw 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1963). 

7 Lotman argues that it was only in the wake of Byron that “a poet’s work began to be 
viewed as one huge autobiographical novel, in which lyric and narrative poems formed 
chapters, while the biography served as siuzhet” (qtd. in David M. Bethea, Realizing 
Metaphors: Alexander Pushkin and the Life of the Poet [Madison: University of Wisconsin 
Press, 1998], 156). 
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early 1820s, a process elegantly assessed by Monika Greenleaf.8 When we 
view Pushkin’s work in the light of early Romantic attempts to escape the 
fixed modes of cognition described by Kant, we encounter models for 
how the individual can modify, challenge, and escape prescribed behavior.  

Viewed as a text that reworks the circumstances of his life, the 
Gavriliada shows Pushkin asserting his independence from the given 
power structures, without rejecting them entirely. Stephanie Sandler has 
made a parallel argument about Pushkin’s gestures toward independence 
in his 1925 poem “André Chénier,”9 but I would argue that Pushkin was 
engaged in this process already when writing the Gavriliada. For the poem 
not only presents characteristic traits of Romantic aesthetics – including a 
slipping between tones, the interweaving of “high” biblical references and 
“low” bawdy salon wordplay.10 The poem also explicitly explores 
Pushkin’s independence within three imaginatively entwined power 
structures: religious, political and erotic. 

I will argue that Pushkin effectively undermines all three power 
structures with the same mechanism: by providing a gossip-laden, 
insider’s perspective on the subject that projects his own superiority to 
the rules of the social worlds in which he is living, but does not ultimately 
break these rules or remove him from the bounds of social convention. 
He does not go as far as some Romantics to denounce his social milieu; 
rather, he trades in gossip, signaling that he is simultaneously critical of 
and critical to the power structures around him. 

 
 

The Gavriliada as Religious Gossip 
 

Before turning to the intersections between the Gavriliada’s religious play 
and the circumstances of Pushkin’s own life, it is worth taking a quick 
look at the poem’s gossipy approach to religion itself, since it is at the 
core of the poem and underlies the poem’s more personal dimensions. 

On the most basic level, the Gavriliada is a re-imagining of the 
Annunciation story as an erotic episode involving Mary, Satan, Gabriel, 
and God himself. As the poem opens, the beautiful Mary lives far from 
Jerusalem with her husband, who ignores her sexually, forgetting to water 
her “secret flower” (Ú‡ÈÌ˚È ˆ‚ÂÚ) with his “spout” (ÎÂÈÍ‡). She soon 
attracts the attention of God, who sends down Gabriel to announce the 

                                                
8 See Monika Greenleaf, Pushkin and Romantic Fashion: Fragment, Elegy, Orient, Irony 

(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1994). 
9 Stephanie Sandler, “The Poetics of Authority in Pushkin’s ‘André Chénier,” Slavic 

Review 42.2 (Summer 1983), 187-203. 
10 Boris Gasparov, “Pushkin and Romanticism,” in The Pushkin Handbook, ed. David 

M. Bethea (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2005), 549-550. 
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Lord’s love, as well as Satan, who manages to reach Mary before Gabriel. 
Satan transforms himself into an attractive young man in order to seduce 
Mary, only to be interrupted by Gabriel, who vanquishes Satan and takes 
his place in the sexual act. Soon after Gabriel’s disappearance, God 
appears in the form of a white dove and fornicates with her, too, leaving 
Mary the exhausted victim of three religious powers in one day:  

 
éÌ ÛÎÂÚÂÎ. ìÒÚ‡Î‡fl å‡Ëfl 
èÓ‰ÛÏ‡Î‡: “ÇÓÚ ¯‡ÎÓÒÚË Í‡ÍËÂ! 
é‰ËÌ, ‰‚‡, ÚË!  –  Í‡Í ˝ÚÓ ËÏ ÌÂ ÎÂÌ¸? 
åÓ„Û ÒÍ‡Á‡Ú¸, ÔÂÂÌÂÒÎ‡ ÚÂ‚Ó„Û: 
ÑÓÒÚ‡Î‡Ò¸ fl ‚ Ó‰ËÌ Ë ÚÓÚ ÊÂ ‰ÂÌ¸ 
ãÛÍ‡‚ÓÏÛ, ‡ı‡Ì„ÂÎÛ Ë ·Ó„Û.”11   

 
(He flew off. Tired Mary / Thought: “What pranks these are! / One, 
two, three! – how’s this not wearing to them? / I can say, I suffered a 
disturbance: / I fell in one and the same day / To the Devil, the 
Archangel, and the Lord.”)  

 
This brief summary of the erotic plot emphasizes the blasphemous 
content of the poem that prevented it from being published in full in 
Russia until 1918, after Valerii Briusov had made a special project of re-
attaching to it Pushkin’s name and imagination. 

What is most interesting about the poem in the context of the present 
discussion, however, is not the existence of blasphemousness itself, but 
the way it is entwined with the power dynamics between God and the 
other figures in the poem. In the Gavriliada, the Lord is not an all-
powerful holy sovereign, but an impotent head of court who cannot 
withstand challenges from the other figures, even if he is not fully aware 
of his weaknesses. The Lord’s comparative impotence is made clear early 
on, when Mary deems his words less attractive than the appearance of his 
obsequious “saint” and “pimp,” Gabriel (the rhyme ascribed to him is 
Û„Ó‰ÌËÍ/Ò‚Ó‰ËÌÍ):  

 
ñ‡fl ÌÂ·ÂÒ Î˛·ËÚ¸ ÓÌ‡ ıÓÚÂÎ‡, 
Ö„Ó ÒÎÓ‚‡ ÔËflÚÌ˚ ·˚ÎË ÂÈ, 
à ÔÂÂ‰ ÌËÏ ÓÌ‡ ·Î‡„Ó„Ó‚ÂÎ‡,  –   
çÓ É‡‚ËËÎ Í‡Á‡ÎÒfl ÂÈ ÏËÎÂÈ…  
í‡Í ËÌÓ„‰‡ ÒÛÔÛ„Û „ÂÌÂ‡Î‡   
á‡ÚflÌÛÚ˚È ÔÂÎ¸˘‡ÂÚ ‡‰¸˛Ú‡ÌÚ.    
óÚÓ ‰ÂÎ‡Ú¸ Ì‡Ï? ÒÛ‰¸·‡ Ú‡Í ÔËÍ‡Á‡Î‡,  –  
ëÓ„Î‡ÒÌ˚ ‚ ÚÓÏ ÌÂ‚ÂÊ‰‡ Ë ÔÂ‰‡ÌÚ. 

                                                
11 Pushkin, “Gavriliada,” in PSS, vol. 4, 119-136. All quotations from the poem are 

taken from this edition.  
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(She wanted to love the King of Heaven, / His words were pleasant 
to her, / And before him she worshipped, – / But Gabriel seemed 
more dear to her… / So sometimes the tight-laced aide-de-camp 
seduces the general’s lady. / What can we do? fate thus ordained, – / 
Agreed in this are the boor and the pedant.) 

  
From early in the poem, then, the Lord is cast in the role of the scorned 
husband, on whom Mary will be tempted to cheat. He is, compared to 
Gabriel, erotically unexciting. This comparative weakness of the Lord will 
play out in the expected scenario. While God, Satan, and Gabriel all have 
their way with Mary, the implication, in the end of the poem, is that 
Christ is Gabriel’s son, not the Lord’s, even if the Lord takes the credit 
for His birth. Moreover, the Lord maintains a tenuous hold on power, 
since he relies on legitimizing myths that are challenged in the context of 
the poem. The character of Satan raises doubts about these myths and, 
while these doubts are not explicitly endorsed, their inclusion suggests 
that the Lord might have an unstable claim to power, that he might be 
playing the role of a pretender.  

As is clear from this short summary – and from most critical readings 
of the poem – the Gavriliada undermines the power of the Gospel by 
rendering the Annunciation a sexually explicit tale and challenging the 
Lord’s omnipotence.  While there is plenty more to be said about the 
Gavriliada’s relationship to the mock-epic tradition and the freethinking of 
Voltaire and others, what is important for our purposes is that Pushkin 
undermines the Gospel with a playful gossipy story about what the critical 
players were really up to, behind their good reputations. The poem 
debunks by providing an alternative history imagined – and therefore 
controlled – by the poet. With the writing of the poem, Pushkin 
proclaims himself independent enough from the religious order to see 
through the established narrative to “true” human nature, imaginative 
enough to conceive of more ribald versions, and daring enough to put 
them on paper. No narrative is sacred, Pushkin suggests, and no figure 
capable of cowing him.   

As we shall see, this line of attack – undermining a narrative of power 
with a playful gossipy story – is employed in two other directions as well: 
toward Alexander I and toward Maria Eikhfel’dt, an object of Pushkin’s 
erotic interest in Kishinev.  
 
 
The Gavriliada as Court Gossip 

 
To fully understand the Gavriliada’s attack on Alexander I, we must 
understand the nexus of political-religious thinking from which the poem 
arose, for at the time Pushkin wrote the Gavriliada he was frequently 
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connecting religious themes with ones that are specifically political. An 
excellent example of this religious-political clustering comes in the verses 
Pushkin sent to Vasily Davydov between April 1 and April 5 of 1821, 
which circle around religious occurrences, including the burial of 
Archbishop Gabriel on April 1, the recent celebration of the 
Annunciation, and the idea of Christ’s resurrection, connecting political 
subjugation to religious subjugation to God.12  

Two passages, in particular, are striking in this regard: the opening of 
the second stanza and the entire third stanza. I will quote both passages at 
length because they provide valuable insight into Pushkin’s association of 
religious and political images in April 1821: 

 
ç‡ ˝ÚËı ‰Ìflı, [ÒÂ‰Ë] ÒÓ·Ó‡, 
åËÚÓÔÓÎËÚ, ÒÂ‰ÓÈ Ó·ÊÓ‡, 
èÂÂ‰ Ó·Â‰ÓÏ ÌÂ‚ÁÌ‡˜‡È 
ÇÂÎÂÎ ÊËÚ¸ ‰ÓÎ„Ó ‚ÒÂÈ êÓÒÒËË 
à Ò Ò˚ÌÓÏ èÚË˜ÍË Ë å‡ËË 
èÓ¯ÂÎ ıËÒÚÓÒÓ‚‡Ú¸Òfl ‚ ‡È… 
ü ÒÚ‡Î ÛÏÂÌ, [fl] ÎËˆÂÏÂ˛  –  
èÓ˘ÛÒ¸, ÏÓÎ˛Ò¸ Ë Ú‚Â‰Ó ‚Â˛, 
óÚÓ ·Ó„ ÔÓÒÚËÚ ÏÓË „ÂıË, 
ä‡Í „ÓÒÛ‰‡¸ ÏÓË ÒÚËıË.13 

 
(Not long ago, in the cathedral / The Metropolitan, a grey glutton, / 
Before dinner unexpectedly / Bade all of Russia to live long / And 
with the son of a birdie and of Mary / Set off to heaven to exchange 
triple kisses… / I have become wise, I dissemble – / I fast, I pray 
and firmly believe / That God will pardon my sins / As the 
monarch [pardons] my verses.) 

 
In this first set of verses, Pushkin lampoons the Archbishop Gabriel and 
his gluttony. This anti-clerical meditation, it seems, prompts him to 
ironize his subordinate position to God and the monarch, Alexander I. 
Thus a religious event – the burial of an Archbishop – is bound up in a 
particular framework of authority in which Pushkin is straining against 
both God and monarch.  

The entangling of religious and political themes is further evident in 
the poem’s conclusion (emphasis in original): 
 

ÇÓÚ ˝‚ı‡ËÒÚËfl [‰Û„‡fl], 
äÓ„‰‡ Ë Ú˚, Ë ÏËÎ˚È ·‡Ú, 
èÂÂ‰ Í‡ÏËÌÓÏ Ì‡‰Â‚‡fl 

                                                
12 Chronology from Letopis’ zhizni i tvorchestva A. S. Pushkina, ed. M. A. Tsiavlovskii 

(Moscow: Akademiia Nauk, 1951), 288. 
13 Pushkin, PSS, vol. 2, 178-179. 
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ÑÂÏÓÍ‡ÚË˜ÂÒÍÓÈ ı‡Î‡Ú, 
ëÔ‡ÒÂÌ¸fl ˜‡¯Û Ì‡ÔÓÎÌflÎË 
ÅÂÒÔÂÌÌÓÈ, ÏÂÁÎÓ˛ ÒÚÛÂÈ 
à Á‡ Á‰ÓÓ‚¸Â ÚÂı Ë ÚÓÈ 
ÑÓ ‰Ì‡, ‰Ó Í‡ÔÎË ‚˚ÔË‚‡ÎË!.. 
çÓ ÚÂ ‚ çÂ‡ÔÓÎÂ ¯‡ÎflÚ, 
Ä Ú‡ Â‰‚‡ ÎË Ú‡Ï ‚ÓÒÍÂÒÌÂÚ… 
ç‡Ó‰˚ ÚË¯ËÌ˚ ıÓÚflÚ, 
à ‰ÓÎ„Ó Ëı flÂÏ ÌÂ ÚÂÒÌÂÚ. 
ìÊÂÎ¸ Ì‡‰ÂÊ‰˚ ÎÛ˜ ËÒ˜ÂÁ? 
çÓ ÌÂÚ!  –  Ï˚ Ò˜‡ÒÚ¸ÂÏ Ì‡ÒÎ‡‰ËÏÒfl, 
äÓ‚‡‚ÓÈ ˜‡¯[ÂÈ] ÔË˜‡ÒÚËÏÒfl  –  
à fl ÒÍ‡ÊÛ: ïËÒÚÓÒ ‚ÓÒÍÂÒ.14  

 
(Here is a eucharist of a different sort, / When both you and your 
dear brother, / Put on, in front of the chimney, / A democratic 
dressing gown, / Filled the Cup of Salvation / With a foamless, 
frozen stream / And to the health of those and her / Drank to the 
bottom, to the last drop! / But they in Naples romp, / And she will 
hardly be resurrected there… / The people want calm, / And for a 
long time their yoke will not break. / Have the rays of hope really 
disappeared? / But no! – we will bask in good fortune, / We will 
take communion with our bloody chalice – / And I will say: Christ 
is risen.) 
   

This stanza comes after Pushkin has already (blasphemously) complained 
about taking communion, claiming he would happily drink the blood of 
Christ if it were a Château Lafite. In these final verses, he turns to a 
“eucharist of a different sort” (˝‚ı‡ËÒÚËfl ‰Û„‡fl): the honoring of 
blood not for communion, but for revolution. The resurrection of Christ 
can be celebrated only when hope and freedom reach subjugated peoples.  

Thus, in this one lyric poem, written just a few weeks before the 
Gavriliada was completed, Pushkin takes an anti-clerical stance, ironizes 
his position vis-à-vis God and the Tsar, provides a secularized re-
imagining of a central religious ritual, and politicizes the “true” meaning 
of the resurrection. Tomashevskii concludes from this and other evidence 
that during this period Pushkin “felt burdened by the execution of his 
church obligations.”15 The more important point to be gleaned, however, 
is that in 1821, religious themes were particularly bound up in Pushkin’s 
imagination with personal questions about political freedom. 

We find further proof of this point in Pushkin’s treatment of the 
Gavriliada as a manuscript. After finishing the poem, Pushkin wrote to A. 

                                                
14 Ibid., 179. 
15 Tomashevskii, Pushkin: Kniga pervaia, 427. 
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I. Turgenev and offered to dedicate his new poem  “in the manner of the 
Apocalypse” (‚Ó ‚ÍÛÒÂ ÄÔÓÍ‡ÎËÔÒËÒ‡) to Turgenev if the latter could get 
Pushkin out of Kishinev and into Petersburg: 

 
Ç˚, ÍÓÚÓ˚È Ò·ÎËÊÂÌ˚ Ò ÊËÚÂÎflÏË ä‡ÏÂÌÌÓ„Ó ÓÒÚÓ‚‡, ÌÂ 
ÏÓÊÂÚÂ ÎË ‚˚ ÏÂÌfl ‚˚ÚÂ·Ó‚‡Ú¸ Ì‡ ÌÂÒÍÓÎ¸ÍÓ ‰ÌÂÈ (Ó‰Ì‡ÍÓ Ê ÌÂ 
·ÓÎÂÂ) Ò ÏÓÂ„Ó ÓÒÚÓ‚‡ è‡ÙÏÓÒ‡? ü ÔË‚ÂÁÛ ‚‡Ï Á‡ ÚÓ ÒÓ˜ËÌÂÌËÂ 
‚Ó ‚ÍÛÒÂ ÄÔÓÍ‡ÎËÔÒËÒ‡ Ë ÔÓÒ‚fl˘Û ‚‡Ï, ıËÒÚÓÎ˛·Ë‚ÓÏÛ 
Ô‡ÒÚ˚˛ ÔÓ˝ÚË˜ÂÒÍÓ„Ó Ì‡¯Â„Ó ÒÚ‡‰‡….16 

 
You who are close to the inhabitants of Kamenny Ostrov, can’t you 
get me away for a few days (however, no more) from my Isle of 
Patmos? I would bring you in reward a composition in the manner 
of the Apocalypse, and I would dedicate it to you, Christian pastor 
of our poetic flock… 
 

In his verses to Davydov, Pushkin bound together anti-clerical sentiment 
with criticism of repressive political regimes and an oblique criticism of 
religious rites. Here, he underlines the intersection of all these forces, 
casting Turgenev as a Christian pastor and a politically influential player 
among the the “inhabitants of Kamenny Ostrov,” which is to say, among 
the members of Alexander’s court living, for the summer, at the 
Kamenny Ostrov Palace and its environs. Pushkin further emphasizes 
the connection between these different forces by suggesting (in jest of 
course) that his location in Kishinev can be compared to the Isle of 
Patmos, where St. John supposedly wrote, in banishment, the Book of 
Revelation.17 Moreover, Pushkin suggests (again in jest) that his 
“Apocalyptic” poem could somehow serve as compensation within the 
court economy. 
 
 
If, as has been suggested, Pushkin repeatedly imagined the intersection 
between religious authority and political authority while he was living in 
Kishinev in 1821 and 1822, the question remains: where, if any, are the 
points of intersection between the Gavriliada and Pushkin’s personal 
political views? And where, if anywhere, is there evidence of the attack via 
gossip that we see in the religious sphere of the poem? I would suggest 
that the composition and distribution of the Gavriliada meant a great deal 
to Pushkin in the specific context of his relationship to Alexander.  

We can begin to understand the political dimension of the poem 
when we approach Pushkin’s original packaging of it. When he had 
completed the Gavriliada, Pushkin sent it to Viazemskii, along with a letter 
                                                

16 Letter of 7 May 1821. Pushkin, PSS, vol. 6, 29. 
17 J. T. Shaw, in “Notes,” Letters, 120. 
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in which he called on Viazemskii to fashion a “metaphysical language” 
(ÏÂÚ‡ÙËÁË˜ÂÒÍËÈ flÁ˚Í), and thus once again connected religious parody 
and the resistance to autocracy. More importantly, along with the poem 
Pushkin included the following postscript: “èÓÒ˚Î‡˛ ÚÂ·Â ÔÓ˝ÏÛ ‚ 
ÏËÒÚË˜ÂÒÍÓÏ Ó‰Â – fl ÒÚ‡Î ÔË‰‚ÓÌ˚Ï” (“I am sending you a poem in 
the mystical genre – I have become a courtier”).18 Since Alexander was 
already associated with mysticism by the time of Pushkin’s statement, by 
labeling the Gavriliada a “poem in the mystical genre” (ÔÓ˝Ï‡ ‚ 
ÏËÒÚË˜ÂÒÍÓÏ Ó‰Â), Pushkin deliberately emphasizes its stance against 
the Tsar. And by sarcastically stating that he had “become a courtier” 
(ÒÚ‡Î ÔË‰‚ÓÌ˚Ï) with the writing of the poem, Pushkin suggests that, 
for him, the writing of the poem constituted a particular gesture of 
independence. It is possible that Pushkin was alluding here to the famous 
words of the Marquis of Posa from Schiller’s Don Carlos: “Ich kann nicht 
Fürstendiener sein” (“I cannot be a courtier”), which had, according to 
Lotman, become a common attitude in Russian life by the early 1820s.19 
Even if Pushkin did not have Don Carlos in mind, the postscript suggests 
that Pushkin envisioned his creation and distripution as a declaration of 
independence not only from authority in the abstract, but specifically 
against a despotic and despised Alexander.  

By the time Pushkin composed the Gavriliada in late April and early 
May of 1821, he had developed a fraught relationship with Alexander, 
and not only because the poet had been banished to the South. The 
complex relationship between Pushkin and the Tsar had begun when 
Pushkin was still in the Lyceum. There, Pushkin had written, on Ivan 
Ivanovich Martynov’s assignment, the ceremonial ode “ç‡ ‚ÓÁ‚‡˘ÂÌËÂ 
ÉÓÒÛ‰‡fl àÏÔÂ‡ÚÓ‡ ËÁ è‡ËÊ‡ ‚ 1815 „Ó‰Û” (“On the Return of His 
Majesty The Emperor From Paris in 1815”), which included the 
following lines that cast the emperor as an immortal (i.e., divine) liberator: 

    
é, ÒÍÓÎ¸ ‚ÂÎË˜ÂÒÚ‚ÂÌ, ·ÂÒÒÏÂÚÌ˚È, Ú˚ fl‚ËÎÒfl, 
äÓ„‰‡ Ì‡ ÒËÎ¸ÌÓ„Ó Ò Ò˚Ì‡ÏË ÛÒÚÂÏËÎÒfl; 
à, ˜ÂÎ˚ ÔËÔÓ‰Ìfl‚ ËÁ Ï‡˜ÌÓÒÚË „Ó·Ó‚, 
ç‡Ó‰˚, Ô‡‰¯ËÂ ÔÓ‰ ·ÂÏÂÌÂÏ ÓÍÓ‚, 
íflÊÂÎÓÈ ˆÂÔË˛ Ò ‚ÓÒÚÓ„ÓÏ ÔÓÚflÒ‡ÎË 
à Ò Ó·ÍÓÈ ‡‰ÓÒÚ¸˛ ‰Û„ ‰Û„‡ ‚ÓÔÓ¯‡ÎË: 
“ìÊÂÎ¸ Ò‚Ó·Ó‰Ì˚ Ï˚?… ìÊÂÎË „ÓÁÌ˚È Ô‡Î?.. 
äÚÓ ÒÏÂÎ˚È? äÚÓ ‚ „ÓÏ‡ı Ì‡ ÒÂ‚ÂÂ ‚ÓÒÒÚ‡Î?…”20 

                                                
18 Letter of 1 September 1822. Pushkin, PSS, vol. 13, 43-44.  
19 Iurii M. Lotman, “The Decembrist in Daily Life,” trans. Andrea Beesing, in The 

Semiotics of Russian Cultural History: Essays by Iurii M. Lotman, Lidia Ia. Ginsburg, Boris A. 
Uspenskii, ed. Alexander D. Nakhimovsky and Alice Stone Nakhimovsky (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1985), 117. 

20 Pushkin, PSS, vol. 1, 146. Pushkin’s earliest surviving letter (28 November 1815) 
refers to this assignment. Pushkin writes: “ÖÊÂÎË ˜Û‚ÒÚ‚‡ Î˛·‚Ë Ë ·Î‡„Ó‰‡ÌÓÒÚË Í 
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(O, how majestic, immortal, you appeared, / When you rushed with 
your sons against the mighty; / And when, having lifted their heads 
from the darkness of graves, / The peoples who had fallen under 
the burden of fetters / Shook their heavy chains with rapture, / And 
with guarded joy asked one another: / “Are we truly free? … Has the 
tyrant truly fallen? / Who is the bold one? Who revolted 
thunderously in the North?”) 
 
But even in his days at the Lyceum, Pushkin did not always see 

Alexander as an all-powerful, divine presence. Alexander was also a petty 
demigod, undermined by petty lust, as in Pushkin’s “ç‡ ·‡·ÓÎÓ‚ÒÍËÈ 
‰‚ÓÂˆ” (“To the Babolovskii Palace,” 1814-1816):  
  

èÂÍ‡ÒÌ‡fl! ÔÛÒÍ‡È ‚ÓÒÚÓ„ÓÏ Ì‡ÒÎ‡‰ËÚÒfl 
Ç Ó·˙flÚËflı Ú‚ÓËı ÓÒÒËÈÒÍËÈ ÔÓÎÛ·Ó„. 
óÚÓ Ò Û˜‡ÒÚ¸˛ Ú‚ÓÂÈ Ò‡‚ÌËÚÒfl? 
ÇÂÒ¸ ÏË Û ÌÓ„ Â„Ó  –  Á‰ÂÒ¸ Û Ú‚ÓËı ÓÌ ÌÓ„.21 

 
(Most beautiful! let the Russian demigod / bask in the rapture of 
your embraces. / What could compare with your lot? / All the world 
lies at his feet – here, he lies at yours.) 
 

This lyric, which describes the remote location in Tsarskoye Selo that 
Alexander used to entertain his lover Sofia Iosifovna Velyo, suggests that 
even at a young age Pushkin was judging Alexander for more than his 
role in the battlefield and was willing to trade on his insider status as 
Lyceum student to gather and spread gossip about the Tsar.  

In his post-Lyceum years, Pushkin’s anti-Alexander sentiment 
increased, as did that of many of his companions. In 1818, upon the 
return of Alexander from the Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle, Pushkin 
composed “ëÍ‡ÁÍË Noël” (“A Christmas Carol”), satirical verses about 
Alexander in the French style of Christmas couplets.  Like “ÇÓÎ¸ÌÓÒÚ¸” 
(“Freedom,” 1817) and “ÑÂÂ‚Ìfl” (“The Country,” 1819), “ëÍ‡ÁÍË 
Noël” criticizes Alexander’s autocratic rule and champions liberal-
democratic political views, in this case the granting of a constitution. In 

                                                
‚ÂÎËÍÓÏÛ ÏÓÌ‡ıÛ Ì‡¯ÂÏÛ, Ì‡˜ÂÚ‡ÌÌ˚Â ÏÌÓ˛, ·Û‰ÛÚ ÌÂ ÒÓ‚ÒÂÏ ÌÂ‰ÓÒÚÓÈÌ˚ ‚˚ÒÓÍÓ„Ó 
ÔÂ‰ÏÂÚ‡ ÏÓÂ„Ó, ÒÍÓÎ¸ Ò˜‡ÒÚÎË‚ ·Û‰Û fl, ÂÊÂÎË Â„Ó ÒËflÚÂÎ¸ÒÚ‚Ó „‡Ù ÄÎÂÍÒÂÈ 
äËËÎÎÓ‚Ë˜ ·Î‡„Ó‚ÓÎËÚ ÔÓ‰ÌÂÒÚË Â„Ó ‚ÂÎË˜ÂÒÚ‚Û ÒÎ‡·ÓÂ ÔÓËÁ‚Â‰ÂÌ¸Â ÌÂÓÔ˚ÚÌÓ„Ó 
ÒÚËıÓÚ‚Óˆ‡!” (“If the feelings of love and gratitude which I have depicted toward our 
great monarch are not completely unworthy of my lofty subject, how happy I would be if 
His Excellency, Count Alexey Kirillovich, would be so kind as to present to the Sovereign 
Emperor the feeble production of an inexperienced versifier!”) (PSS, vol. 13, 1). Ivan 
Ivanovich Martynov was then serving as the director of the Department of Public 
Education.  

21 Pushkin, PSS, vol. 1, 292. 
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the same period, Pushkin wrote the caustic poem “í  ̊Ë ü” (“Thou and 
I”), contrasting his position with that of Alexander’s.22 As in the 
Gavriliada, Pushkin focuses here on his own independence from the 
courtiers surrounding the Tsar, emphasizing that while the “crowd of 
slaves” (‡·Ó‚ ÚÓÎÔ‡) surrounding Alexander may be willing to wipe his 
“fat ass” (ÄÙÂ‰ÓÌ ÊËÌ˚È), Pushkin himself is not.  

By 1821, after Pushkin had been banished to Kishinev, Pushkin’s 
antagonism against Alexander had sharpened. In the same period in 
which he wrote the Gavriliada, he was casting Alexander as Augustus, the 
repressive Roman emperor, and fashioning himself an exile, though it 
would be hard to classify his assignment to the South as true exile, 
especially compared to his later confinement to Mikhailovskoe. On 
March 24, 1821, Pushkin sent some verses and a letter to Nikolai 
Gnedich in Petersburg. Included were the following lines (emphasis 
mine):  

 
Ç ÒÚ‡ÌÂ, „‰Â ûÎËÂÈ ‚ÂÌ˜‡ÌÌ˚È 
à ıËÚ˚Ï Ä‚„ÛÒÚÓÏ ËÁ„Ì‡ÌÌ˚È 
é‚Ë‰ËÈ Ï‡˜Ì˚ ‰ÌË ‚Î‡˜ËÎ, 
É‰Â ˝ÎÂ„Ë˜ÂÒÍÛ˛ ÎËÛ 
ÉÎÛıÓÏÛ Ò‚ÓÂÏÛ ÍÛÏËÛ 
éÌ Ï‡ÎÓ‰Û¯ÌÓ ÔÓÒ‚flÚËÎ, 
Ñ‡ÎÂ˜Â ÒÂ‚ÂÌÓÈ ÒÚÓÎËˆ˚ 
á‡·˚Î fl ‚Â˜Ì˚È ‚‡¯ ÚÛÏ‡Ì, 
à ‚ÓÎ¸Ì˚È „Î‡Ò ÏÓÂÈ ˆÂ‚ÌËˆ˚ 
íÂ‚ÓÊËÚ ÒÓÌÌ˚ı ÏÓÎ‰‡‚‡Ì. 
ÇÒÂ ÚÓÚ ÊÂ fl  –  Í‡Í ·˚Î Ë ÔÂÊ‰Â; 
ë ÔÓÍÎÓÌÓÏ ÌÂ ıÓÊÛ Í ÌÂ‚ÂÊ‰Â, 
ë éÎÓ‚˚Ï ÒÔÓ˛, Ï‡ÎÓ Ô¸˛, 
éÍÚ‡‚Ë˛  –  ‚ ÒÎÂÔÓÈ Ì‡‰ÂÊ‰Â  –  
åÓÎÂ·ÌÓ‚ ÎÂÒÚË ÌÂ ÔÓ˛. 

  
(In the country where, crowned by Julia / And exiled by crafty 
Augustus, / Ovid dragged out his gloomy days, / Where his elegiac 
lyre / To his deaf idol / He faint-heartedly consecrated, / Far from 
the Northern capital / I have forgotten your eternal fog, / And the 
free voice of my reed pipe / Disturbs the sleepy Moldavians. / I’m 
just the same as before; / I do not go bowing to the boor, / I fight 
with Orlov, I drink little, / To Octavius – in blind hope – / I do 
not sing flattering molebens.) 
 

Nine months before he completed the poem “To Ovid” (on 26 
December 1821), Pushkin was already positioning himself as a rebellious 
                                                

22 The exact date of the poem is unknown. According to the Letopis’, Pushkin 
composed it sometime between June 1817 and March 1820 (Letopis’, 125). 
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exile-poet, who was above the lowly action of singing prayers of 
supplication to the Tsar. As was so frequent for Pushkin in this period, 
his vision of flattery takes on a religious dimension: his flattering songs 
are specifically identified as “molebens,” or songs of public prayer. 
Pushkin is above such actions, he suggests, because they are empty 
religious rites to a Tsar who does not deserve his attention. The poet will 
not be a “courtier,” he declares in “To Ovid” and the Gavriliada, much as 
he did in his September 1, 1822 letter to Viazemskii and, a bit later, in his 
October 1822 letter to his brother Lev.23  

In 1824, Pushkin would reach his high point of desperation with the 
Tsar. By this point he had sent repeated requests to “Augustus” through 
his ministers for leave abroad, to no avail, as he explained in his early 
1824 letter to Lev.24 And, by the summer of that year, as he wrote to 
Viazemskii, circumstances had forced him to resign his position in the 
service of “Sejanus” (i.e., Vorontsov), the favorite of “Tiberius” (i.e., 
Alexander).25 Perhaps it is no surprise, then, that Pushkin’s sharpest 
epigram against Alexander was written in this period, sometime between 
1823 and 1825, according to the extant manuscript:  

 
ÇÓÒÔËÚ‡ÌÌ˚È ÔÓ‰ ·‡‡·‡ÌÓÏ,  
ç‡¯ ˆ‡¸ ÎËıËÏ ·˚Î Í‡ÔËÚ‡ÌÓÏ: 
èÓ‰ Ä‚ÒÚÂÎËˆÂÏ ÓÌ ·ÂÊ‡Î, 
Ç ‰‚ÂÌ‡‰ˆ‡ÚÓÏ „Ó‰Û ‰ÓÊ‡Î, 
á‡ÚÓ ·˚Î ÙÛÌÚÓ‚ÓÈ ÔÓÙÂÒÒÓ! 
çÓ ÙÛÌÚ „ÂÓ˛ Ì‡‰ÓÂÎ  –  
íÂÔÂ¸ ÍÓÎÎÂÊÒÍËÈ ÓÌ ‡ÒÂÒÒÓ 
èÓ ˜‡ÒÚË ËÌÓÒÚ‡ÌÌ˚ı ‰ÂÎ!26  

 
(Reared under the drum, / Our Tsar was a daring commander: / At 
Austerlitz he was on the run, / In 1812 he was trembling; / And yet 
he was a professor of the front! / But our hero had enough of the 
front – / Now he is a collegiate assessor / In the ministry of foreign 
affairs!) 
   

                                                
23 In this, Pushkin wrote: “ü Í‡‡·Í‡˛Ò¸ Ë, ÏÓÊÂÚ ·˚Ú¸, fl‚Î˛Ò¸ Û ‚‡Ò. çÓ ÌÂ ÔÂÊ‰Â 

·Û‰Û˘Â„Ó „Ó‰‡ […] ÜÛÍÓ‚ÒÍÓÏÛ fl ÔËÒ‡Î, ÓÌ ÏÌÂ ÌÂ ÓÚ‚Â˜‡ÂÚ; ÏËÌËÒÚÛ fl ÔËÒ‡Î  –  ÓÌ Ë 
‚ ÛÒ ÌÂ ‰ÛÂÚ  –  Ó ‰Û„Ë, Ä‚„ÛÒÚÛ ÏÓÎ¸·˚ ÏÓË ÌÂÒËÚÂ! ÌÓ Ä‚„ÛÒÚ ÒÏÓÚËÚ ÒÂÌÚfl·ÂÏ…  
äÒÚ‡ÚË: ÔÓÎÛ˜ÂÌÓ ÎË ÏÓÂ ÔÓÒÎ‡ÌËÂ Í é‚Ë‰Ë˛? ·Û‰ÂÚ ÎË Ì‡ÔÂ˜‡Ú‡ÌÓ?” (“I am 
floundering  about, and perhaps I shall manage to come to you. But not earlier than next 
year […] I have written Zhukovsky, but he does not answer me; I have written to the 
minister – he doesn’t give a rap – ‘O friends, take my entreaties to August[us].’ But August 
looks like September… By the way, has my epistle ‘To Ovid’ been received? Will it be 
published?” ) (Pushkin, PSS, vol. 13, 51). 

24 Puhskin, PSS, vol. 13, 85-87.  
25 Pushkin, PSS, vol. 13, 98-100.  
26 Pushkin, PSS, vol. 2, 459. 
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In July of 1824, after Pushkin’s letter to Viazemskii claiming that he 
was “taking lessons in pure atheism” (·ÂÛ ÛÓÍË ˜ËÒÚÓ„Ó ‡ÙÂËÁÏ‡)  
had been intercepted, Pushkin was informed that he was being officially 
exiled to Mikhailovskoe.27 At that point, his relationship to the Tsar 
became desperate. He wrote several rough drafts to Alexander I asking, 
again, for the freedom to travel abroad and treat his aneurysm. He wrote 
his “ÇÓÓ·‡Ê‡ÂÏ˚È ‡Á„Ó‚Ó Ò ÄÎÂÍÒ‡Ì‰ÓÏ 1” (“An Imagined 
Conversation with Alexander I”) at the end of 1824, as an act of both 
frustration and (imagined) supplication. And he complained to 
Zhukovskii in April 1925 that he had had enough of promising not to 
contradict the government in his verses.28 
 
 
Having touched on the clustering of religious-political poems and letters 
that were written contemporaneously with the Gavriliada, we can now 
reapproach the poem. In this light, we can see another line of Pushkin’s 
“gossipy attack”: this one against the Tsar and his court. Indeed, the 
whole narrative can be read as an insider’s condemnation of the Tsar as 
weak and sexually debased, as a kind of continuation of “To the 
Babolovskii Palace,” in which the Tsar plays the role of the humiliated 
and impotent Lord.  

Moreover, from this angle the poem reads as a clear declaration of 
Pushkin’s independence from Alexander’s court. In the poem, Satan 
throws doubt on the credibility of the preachers’ legitimizing myths, 
saying to Mary (emphasis mine): 

 
ë ‡ÒÒÍ‡ÁÓÏ åÓËÒÂfl 
çÂ ÒÓ„Î‡¯Û ‡ÒÒÍ‡Á‡ ÏÓÂ„Ó: 
éÌ ‚˚Ï˚ÒÎÓÏ ıÓÚÂÎ ÔÎÂÌËÚ¸ Â‚Âfl, 
éÌ ‚‡ÊÌÓ Î„‡Î,  –  Ë ÒÎÛ¯‡ÎË Â„Ó. 
ÅÓ„ Ì‡„‡‰ËÎ ‚ ÌÂÏ ÒÎÓ„ Ë ÛÏ ÔÓÍÓÌ˚È, 
ëÚ‡Î åÓËÒÂÈ ËÁ‚ÂÒÚÌ˚È „ÓÒÔÓ‰ËÌ, 
çÓ fl, ÔÓ‚Â¸,  –  ËÒÚÓËÍ ÌÂ ÔË‰‚ÓÌ˚È, 
çÂ ÌÛÊÂÌ ÏÌÂ ÔÓÓÍ‡ ‚‡ÊÌ˚È ˜ËÌ! 

 
(With the story of Moses / I will not make my own story agree: / He 
wanted to seduce the Jew with falsehood, / He made up weighty lies, 
– and they listened to him. / God rewarded his obedient mind and 
word, / And Moses became a well-known man; / But I, believe me, – 
am not a court historian, / I do not need the weighty title of 
prophet.) 

    

                                                
27 Pushkin, PSS, vol. 13, 92.  
28 Pushkin, PSS, vol. 13, 166-7. 
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In the context of Pushkin’s other political-religious poems and his 
ongoing conversation with Alexander I, it seems clear that Satan’s 
condemnation of the Lord as a weak ruler who rewards the “obedient” 
(ÔÓÍÓÌ˚È) word above all else stands as an attack on Alexander. 
Similarly, Satan’s stance as an independent, not “court” (ÔË‰‚ÓÌ˚È) 
historian seems to be in line with Pushkin’s own desired position.29 This is 
emphasized in the narrator’s last digression:  
  

ü ÔÂÎ ÚÂ·fl, Í˚Î‡Ú˚È É‡‚ËËÎ, 
ëÏËÂÌÌ˚ı ÒÚÛÌ ÚÂ·Â fl ÔÓÒ‚flÚËÎ 
ìÒÂ‰ÌÓÂ, ÒÔ‡ÒËÚÂÎ¸ÌÓÂ ÔÂÌ¸Â. 
ï‡ÌË ÏÂÌfl, ‚ÌÂÏÎË ÏÓÂ ÏÓÎÂÌ¸Â! 
ÑÓÒÂÎ¸ fl ·˚Î ÂÂÚËÍÓÏ ‚ Î˛·‚Ë, 
åÎ‡‰˚ı ·Ó„ËÌ¸ ·ÂÁÛÏÌ˚È Ó·ÓÊ‡ÚÂÎ¸, 
ÑÛ„ ‰ÂÏÓÌ‡, ÔÓ‚ÂÒ‡ Ë ÔÂ‰‡ÚÂÎ¸… 
ê‡ÒÍ‡flÌ¸Â ÏÓÂ ·Î‡„ÓÒÎÓ‚Ë! 

 
(I lauded you, winged Gabriel, / I dedicated to you the fervent, 
redemptive song, / Of my humble chords. / Protect me, hear my 
prayer! /  Hitherto I was a heretic in love, / A mad idolater of young 
goddesses, / A demon’s friend, a rake and traitor… / Bless my 
repentance!) 
 

                                                
29 The rhyme pair ÔÓÍÓÌ˚È/ÔË‰‚ÓÌ˚È is critical here, for it suggests that everything 

related to the court can be defined as “obedient.” A prophet, in these terms, speaks as 
God’s puppet, propping him up with false claims, while a court historian creates 
legitimizing stories. 

In making this claim about the connection between ÔÓÍÓÌ˚È and ÔË‰‚ÓÌ˚È, I 
take a similar approach to that of Maria Rubins, who has argued that rhyme patterns in the 
Gavriliada “are charged with semantic value and help to elucidate the author’s perspective” 
(“Pushkin’s Gavriliada: A Study of the Genre and Beyond,” 627). Rubins makes this claim 
in her argument that rhymes in the Gavriliada “often signal two diametrically opposed 
natures within the same character or phenomenon, and the whole poem proves to be built 
on reconciled contradictions. Associations between opposite meanings are established by 
virtue of their unification in a rhyme” (ibid., 627). Rubins puts slightly too much stress on 
the oppositional character of Pushkin’s rhymes. She argues, for instance, that Û„Ó‰ÌËÍ and 
Ò‚Ó‰ËÌÍ become opposite features of the Archangel, since Û„Ó‰ÌËÍ signals not only  “the 
one trying to please,” but also Ò‚flÚ˚Â Û„Ó‰ÌËÍË, the saints who are believed to intercede on 
behalf of people. In so doing, she suggests that Pushkin “achieves a comic effect by having 
the Archangel intercde on behalf of God before a mortal woman,” and adds that “Gabriel’s 
high, religious function in Heaven is complemented by his low, mundane function as a 
matchmaker on earth” (ibid., 628). I would suggest that Gabriel’s functions are not 
opposites in Pushkin’s poems, but complements, since there is no “high, religious 
function” in the world of this poem. Similarly, ÔÓÍÓÌ˚È and ÔË‰‚ÓÌ˚È seem to be not 
semantic opposites united in a rhyme, but semantic complements that reinforce each other 
with a rhyme.  
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Labeling himself a “heretic” (ÂÂÚËÍÓÏ), a “demon’s friend” (‰Û„ 
‰ÂÏÓÌ‡), and a “traitor” (ÔÂ‰‡ÚÂÎ¸), the narrator here explicitly declares 
his independence. Singing to Gabriel alone, he emphasizes that he is a 
servant not of the Lord, but, if anything, a servant of the Lord’s 
challenger. Given the nature of the other digressions in the poem – 
especially the aside about the games played in youth that clearly refers to 
the Lyceum – it seems safe to conclude that Pushkin was proud to 
conflate himself with the narrator and define himself, too, against the 
model of court historian.  

Taken as a whole, the Gavriliada thus chronicles a particular moment 
in Pushkin’s relationship to Alexander: when Pushkin was disgusted 
enough with the ísar to once again criticize his values by reimagining his 
legitimizing myths; free and confident enough to compose and distribute 
the poem, defining himself as a rebellious “mock courtier” within the 
political power structure; and concerned enough with his political 
standing to code his critique as religious gossip. 

   
 
The Gavriliada as Kishinev Gossip 

 
Just as we must understand the nexus of political-religious thinking from 
which the Gavriliada arose to understand all its personal meaning, so too 
must we understand the erotic-religious thinking from which the poem 
arose. When we turn to this set of texts, we find a cluster of poems 
written between 1820 and 1822 that situate Pushkin’s erotic longing for 
his acquaintance Maria Egorovna Eikhfel’dt – the wife of Ivan Ivanovich 
Eikhfel’dt and, eventually, the lover of Pushkin’s friend Alekseev – in 
religious terms. No doubt, many of these poems were inspired by 
Pushkin and Alekseev’s nickname for Maria Eikhfel’dt: “the Jewess” 
(Â‚ÂÈÍ‡), which was chosen to reflect her supposed resemblance to the 
Jewish healer Rebecca in Walter Scott’s novel Ivanhoe.30  

That Pushkin was taken with Maria Eikhfel’dt’s beauty seems clear, 
since she appears repeatedly in his poetry from Kishinev and his 
recollections of the time he spent in the South. Only one set of verses 
dedicated to her exists, written at her request sometime between March 
5, 1821 and June 1823:  

 

                                                
30 According to Tsiavlovskii and L. A. Chereiskii, Pushkin became acquainted with 

Maria Egorovna and her husband sometime after November 1, 1820, while he was living 
in Kishinev. Pushkin dubbed them “Zemira and Azor,” the beauty and the beast from 
André Grétry’s 1771 comic opera, and Pushkin and Alekseev together took to calling her 
“the Jewess” (Letopis’, 263; L. A. Chereiskii, Pushkin i ego okruzhenie [Leningrad: Nauka, 
1988], 511-12). 
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çË ·ÎÂÒÍ ÛÏ‡, ÌË ÒÚÓÈÌÓÒÚ¸ ÔÎ‡Ú¸fl 
çÂ ÏÓ„ÛÚ ‚‡Ò Ó·‚ÓÓÊËÚ¸; 
é‰ÌË ‰‚Ó˛Ó‰Ì˚Â ·‡Ú¸fl 
ìÁÌ‡ÎË Ú‡ÈÌÛ ‚‡Ò ÔÎÂÌËÚ¸! 
ãË¯ËÎË ‚˚ ÏÂÌfl ÔÓÍÓfl, 
çÓ ‚˚ ÌÂ Î˛·ËÚÂ ÏÂÌfl. 
é‰Ì‡ ÏÓfl Ì‡‰ÂÊ‰‡  –  áÓfl: 
ÜÂÌ˛Ò¸, Ë ·Û‰Û ‚‡Ï Ó‰Ìfl.31 

 
(Neither sharpness of mind, nor shapeliness of dress/ Can charm 
you; / Your cousins alone / Knew the secret of how to allure you! / 
You have deprived me of peace, / But you do not love me. / My 
only hope is Zoia: / I will marry [her], and then will be your kin.) 

    
Pushkin only sent the first four lines of the poem to Eikhfel’dt – the last 
four were too indelicate32 – but the poem as a whole testifies to his 
interest in Maria’s beauty and points to a theme that Pushkin would 
develop in greater detail over the next two years in Kishinev: his distress 
at remaining outside a close relationship to her. 

More striking in the context of the Gavriliada are the anti-religious 
lyrics in which Pushkin explores his outsider status vis-à-vis Maria. The 
brash lyric “ïËÒÚÓÒ ‚ÓÒÍÂÒ” (“Christ is Risen,” 12 April 1821) 
provides the best example of the intersection between lust for Maria 
Eikhfel’dt and anti-religious themes:  
 

ïËÒÚÓÒ ‚ÓÒÍÂÒ, ÏÓfl êÂ‚‚ÂÍ‡. 
ëÂ„Ó‰Ìfl, ÒÎÂ‰Ûfl ‰Û¯ÓÈ 
á‡ÍÓÌÛ ·Ó„‡-˜ÂÎÓ‚ÂÍ‡, 
ë ÚÓ·ÓÈ ˆÂÎÛ˛Ò¸, ‡Ì„ÂÎ ÏÓÈ. 
Ä Á‡‚Ú‡ Í ‚ÂÂ åÓËÒÂfl 
á‡ ÔÓˆÂÎÛÈ fl ÌÂ Ó·Âfl, 
ÉÓÚÓ‚, Â‚ÂÈÍ‡, ÔËÒÚÛÔËÚ¸  –  
à ‰‡ÊÂ ÚÓ ÚÂ·Â ‚Û˜ËÚ¸, 
óÂÏ ÏÓÊÌÓ ‚ÂÌÓ„Ó Â‚Âfl 
éÚ Ô‡‚ÓÒÎ‡‚Ì˚ı ÓÚÎË˜ËÚ¸.33  

 
(Christ is risen, my dear Rebecca. / Today, following devotedly / 
The law of the Godman, / I exchange kisses with you, my angel. / 
But tomorrow, for a mere kiss, / I’m ready, Jewess, to convert / To 

                                                
31 Pushkin, PSS, vol. 2, 284. 
32Letopis’, 282. Tsiavlovskii cites V. P. Gorchakov’s diary about Pushkin as his source 

and adds that even the first four lines of the poem caused Maria some offense when they 
reached her, because of the implication about her cousins. The cousins themselves were 
also offended, though they did not settle the matter with a duel.  

33 Pushkin, PSS, vol. 2, 186.  
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the faith of Moses  –  / And even to present to you that / With 
which you can distinguish / The true Jew from the Christian.) 
 

Playing with the associations brought to mind by her Jewish faith, 
Pushkin here offers to trade his Christianity for Judaism, so long as he 
will be able to gain sexual favors from her in exchange. He will even, he 
adds in a particularly rebellious anti-religious gesture, allow her to 
investigate whether he is circumcised. 

This may be the most extreme example of the anti-religious 
Eikhfel’dt poems, but it is certainly not the only one. There is also 
“ê‡ÁÁÂ‚‡‚¯ËÒ¸ ÓÚ Ó·Â‰ÌË…” (“Yawning after mass…”), written in the 
same period, in April or May of 1821, as well as the 1821 poems 
“èËflÚÂÎ˛” (“To a Close Friend”), “ÄÎÂÍÒÂÂ‚Û” (“To Alekseev”), and 
“ÑÂÒflÚ‡fl Á‡ÔÓ‚Â‰¸” (“The Tenth Commandment”). In “The Tenth 
Commandment,” the speaker meditates on the difficulty of obeying 
God’s prohibition against coveting thy neighbor’s wife: 

    
é·Ë‰ÂÚ¸ ‰Û„‡ ÌÂ ÊÂÎ‡˛, 
à ÌÂ ıÓ˜Û Â„Ó ÒÂÎ‡, 
çÂ ÌÛÊÌÓ ÏÌÂ Â„Ó ‚ÓÎ‡, 
ç‡ ‚ÒÂ ÒÔÓÍÓÈÌÓ fl ‚ÁË‡˛: 
çË ‰ÓÏ Â„Ó, ÌË ÒÍÓÚ, ÌË ‡·, 
çÂ ÎÂÒÚÌ‡ ÏÌÂ ‚Òfl ·Î‡„ÓÒÚ˚Ìfl. 
çÓ ÂÊÂÎË Â„Ó ‡·˚Ìfl, 
èÂÎÂÒÚÌ‡… ÉÓÒÔÓ‰Ë! fl ÒÎ‡·! 
à ÂÊÂÎË Â„Ó ÔÓ‰Û„‡ 
åËÎ‡, Í‡Í ‡Ì„ÂÎ ‚Ó ÔÎÓÚË,  –  
é ·ÓÊÂ Ô‡‚Â‰Ì˚È! ÔÓÒÚË 
åÌÂ Á‡‚ËÒÚ¸ ÍÓ ·Î‡ÊÂÌÒÚ‚Û ‰Û„‡.34 

 
(I do not wish to offend my friend / And I do not want his lands, / 
I do not need his oxen, / I gaze calmly at everything: / Neither his 
home, his cattle, nor his serf, / The whole benefaction does not suit 
me. / But if his maid, / Is lovely… Almighty God! I am weak! / And 
if his lady is / Sweet, like an angel in the flesh, – / O righteous 
Lord!  forgive / my envy for my friend’s blessings.) 
 

The tone of the poem is light, but it expresses the plight of an outsider: 
the speaker may be independent from the confines of God’s rule, but he 
is also excluded from the sexual relationships described, which allude to 
Alekseev’s affair with Eikhfel’dt. Like the other 1821 poems about this 
romantic situation, “The Tenth Commandment” highlights Pushkin’s 
distance from the object of his (potential) adoration. He remains outside 
of the sphere of love, allowing Alekseev to tread there alone.  
                                                

34 Pushkin, PSS, vol. 2, 231. 
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To say that Pushkin wrote several lyrics to and about Maria Eikhfel’dt 
that mixed religious and erotic discourse is not, of course, to prove that 
the Gavriliada itself contains references to his erotic life. But there is 
plenty of proof within the text that it does – beginning in the dedication, 
which was first published in full in Briusov’s article about the poema:  

           
ÇÓÚ ÏÛÁ‡, ÂÁ‚‡fl ·ÓÎÚÛÌ¸fl, 
äÓÚÓÛ˛ Ú˚ ÒÚÓÎ¸ Î˛·ËÎ. 
ê‡ÒÍ‡flÎ‡Ò¸ ÏÓfl ¯‡ÎÛÌ¸fl,  
èË‰‚ÓÌ˚È ÚÓÌ ÂÂ ÔÎÂÌËÎ; 
ÖÂ ‚ÒÂ‚˚¯ÌËÈ ÓÒÂÌËÎ 
ë‚ÓÂÈ ÌÂ·ÂÒÌÓÈ ·Î‡„Ó‰‡Ú¸˛  –  
éÌ‡ ‰ÛıÓ‚ÌÓÏÛ Á‡ÌflÚ¸˛ 
éÔ‡ÒÌÓÈ ÊÂÚ‚ÛÂÚ Ë„ÓÈ. 
çÂ Û‰Ë‚ÎflÈÒfl, ÏËÎ˚È ÏÓÈ, 
ÖÂ ËÁ‡ËÎ¸ÒÍÓÏÛ ÔÎ‡Ú¸˛,  –  
èÓÒÚË ÂÈ ÔÂÊÌËÂ „ÂıË 
à ÔÓ‰ Á‡‚ÂÚÌÓ˛ ÔÂ˜‡Ú¸˛ 
èËÏË ÓÔ‡ÒÌ˚Â ÒÚËıË.35 

 
(Here is the åuse, the frisky chatterbox, / Whom you loved so well. 
/ My minx repented, / The courtly tone attracted her; / The 
Almighty blessed her / With his heavenly grace – / She for a 
spiritual calling / Gives up her dangerous game. / Do not be 
surprised, my dear, / By her Israeli dress, – / Forgive her prior sins 
/ And under a sacred seal / Receive these dangerous verses.) 

   
In the context of Pushkin’s personal life in Kishinev, the muse mentioned 
here becomes more than the object of God’s authority and manipulation. 
She also, with her “Israeli dress” (ËÁ‡ËÎ¸ÒÍÓÂ ÔÎ‡Ú¸Â) and her sexual 
games, plays the role of Maria Eikhfel’dt.  

Later, within the text proper, there are more signs of the Gavriliada’s 
dependence upon Pushkin’s social circumstances. After the narrator has 
begun to describe a young Jewish woman so beautiful that she could 
tempt the Holy Ghost, he pauses to emphasize that he is describing 
Mary, and not “you, Jewess” (Ú ,̊ Â‚ÂÈÍ‡), i.e., not Maria Eikfel’dt: 

 
òÂÒÚÌ‡‰ˆ‡Ú¸ ÎÂÚ, ÌÂ‚ËÌÌÓÂ ÒÏËÂÌ¸Â, 
ÅÓ‚¸ ÚÂÏÌ‡fl, ‰‚Ûı ‰Â‚ÒÚ‚ÂÌÌ˚ı ıÓÎÏÓ‚ 
èÓ‰ ÔÓÎÓÚÌÓÏ ÛÔÛ„ÓÂ ‰‚ËÊÂÌ¸Â, 
çÓ„‡ Î˛·‚Ë, ÊÂÏ˜ÛÊÌ˚È fl‰ ÁÛ·Ó‚… 
á‡˜ÂÏ ÊÂ Ú˚, Â‚ÂÈÍ‡, ÛÎ˚·ÌÛÎ‡Ò¸, 

                                                
35 Pushkin, PSS, vol. 2, 203. 
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à ÔÓ ÎËˆÛ ÛÏflÌÂˆ ÔÓ·ÂÊ‡Î? 
çÂÚ, ÏËÎ‡fl, Ú˚ Ô‡‚Ó Ó·Ï‡ÌÛÎ‡Ò¸: 
ü ÌÂ ÚÂ·fl,  –  å‡Ë˛ ÓÔËÒ‡Î. 

 
(Sixteen years, childlike humility, / A dark brow, the firm movement 
/ Of two maiden mounds under cloth, / A leg of love, a pearly row 
of teeth… / Why did you, Jewess, smile, / And why did a blush pass 
across your face? / No, dear one, you are entirely mistaken: / Not 
you, but Maria did I describe.) 

 
Beyond this direct reference to Eikhfel’dt in the Gavriliada, there is also 
the resonance between the tangled erotic situation described – with 
Mary, Joseph, Gabriel, Satan, and the Lord as players – and the erotic 
situation in which Pushkin himself was involved in Kishinev. In this 
reading, Maria Egorovna, like Mary, is prepared to betray her husband 
Eikhfel’dt (Joseph/God) with Satan and Gabriel (Pushkin and 
Alekseev). 

Together, all these references suggest that the Gavriliada functions on 
the erotic plane as well as the religious and political. Monika Greenleaf 
has argued that Pushkin’s “trademark elegiac experience” was humiliation 
at the hands of a sexual goddess, an experience related to his 
disempowerment in society.36 This same basic elegiac experience is 
explored here and throughout the Gavriliada vis-à-vis Maria Eikhfel’dt. 
But here Pushkin presents his outsider status in the erotic field as proof 
of both erotic independence and erotic significance. Gossiping about 
Maria Eikhfel’dt and joking about her with Alekseev allows Pushkin to 
protect himself from erotic dominance and erotic insignificance, just as 
the Gavriliada’s gossipy allusions to Alexander’s mysticism, political 
weakness, and sexual liaisons allow Pushkin to protect himself from both 
political dominance and political insignificance. In both arenas, he 
suggests he is relevant enough to the power structure to be a key player, 
but rebellious enough to be able to vividly gossip about it.  
 
 
Gossip and Exile  
 
Stephanie Sandler has examined the presence of exile in other works by 
Pushkin, and I would argue that we can draw on her formulation to find 
signs of exile in the Gavriliada. Specifically, I would suggest that we can 
find exile in Pushkin’s three-pronged attack against the religious, political, 
and erotic power structures, for here we can see Pushkin reacting against 
his banishment from Russia’s cultural capital and his disempowerment in 

                                                
36 Monika Greenleaf, Pushkin and Romantic Fashion, 49, 52. 
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society.37 But what is critical is that Pushkin’s distance from the center is 
also reflected in his method of attack. In the Gavriliada, Pushkin does not 
bitterly denounce either Maria Eikhfel’dt or Alexander I, but instead 
insinuates that he is an insider with both of them and thus has special 
access to information about them.38 Pushkin achieves this by infusing his 
poema with gossip and drawing on the discursive features of that genre, 
including fragmented references to the weaknesses of real and historical 
figures, the point-of-view of a generally uninvolved but morally 
judgmental spectator, and the conventions of salon banter.39      

When we read the Gavriliada against the circumstances of Pushkin’s 
life, the gossipy dimension of the poema comes in to view, suggesting that 
the text is an exercise in Pushkin’s self-fashioning as a thinker, political 
subject, lover, and poet supremely conscious of his status within the 
power structures around him. 
 

 

                                                
37 Stephanie Sandler, Alexander Pushkin and the Writing of Exile (Stanford, CA: Stanford 

University Press, 1989), 207, 4. 
38 In a recent (as yet unpublished) chapter on the Gavriliada, Andrew Kahn has made a 

similar claim to mine and has suggested that the poema functions as a speech act against 
domination and control. In the course of his argument, he has highlighted Judith Butler’s 
claim that the most powerful symbolic challenges to domination often happen on the 
margins of society, where the state’s legal presence is weak and taboo has the force of a 
magical power (Judith Butler, Excitable Speech. A Politics of the Performative [Routledge: New 
York and London, 1997], 132). I am grateful for Andrew Kahn’s insistence on this point – 
and for his allowing me to read his work before publication – for, as I hope my argument 
makes clear, I am convinced there is a direct relationship between the strength of Pushkin’s 
declarations of independence in the Gavriliada and his distance from the center of Russian 
authority. 

39 I draw here in part on the conventions of gossip enumerated in Rukmini Bhaya 
Nair, “Text and Pre-Text: History as Gossip in Rushdie’s Novels,” Economic and Political 
Weekly 24.18 (1989), 995. For a discussion of how gossiping can function in processes of 
othering and self-analysis within uncertain social spaces, see Adam Jaworski and Justine 
Coupland, “Othering in Gossip: ‘You Go out You Have a Laugh and You Can Pull Yeah 
Okay but Live…,’” Language in Society 34.5 (2005), 667- 694.  


